Section 4.2 Aesthetics

4.2 AESTHETICS
4.2.1 INTRODUCTION
This section addresses the potential aesthetic and visual quality impacts that could occur with
implementation of the proposed project. Aesthetic resources, also referred to as visual resources, are
defined as the visible built and natural landscape features that can be seen by the public for a given
area. This section describes the existing visual setting in the vicinity of each project site, and evaluates
the potential effects of the project on visual resources.

4.2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
4.2.2.1 Concepts and Terminology
Visual or aesthetic resources are generally defined as both the natural and built features of the
landscape that contribute to the public’s experience and appreciation of the environment. Depending
on the extent to which a project’s presence would alter the visual character and quality of the
environment, a visual or aesthetic impact may occur. Familiarity with the following terms and concepts
will aid the reader in understanding the information in this section.
Visual Character
Visual character is a general description of the visual attributes of a particular land use setting and the
unique set of landscape features. The purpose of defining the visual character of an area is to establish
the baseline visual quality of each project site that is most likely to be perceived by the viewing public.
For suburban areas, visual character is typically described on the neighborhood level or in terms of areas
with common land use, and/or landscaping and urban design features. For natural and open space
settings, visual character is most commonly described in terms of areas with common landscape
attributes (such as landform, vegetation, or desert features).
Visual Quality
Visual quality is defined as the overall visual impression or attractiveness of a site or locale as
determined by its aesthetic qualities (such as color, variety, vividness, coherence, uniqueness, harmony,
and pattern). Natural and built features combine to form perspectives with varying degrees of visual
quality, which are rated in this analysis as low, moderate, and high, as follows:
•

Low. The location is lacking in natural or cultural visual resource amenities typical of the region.
A site with low visual quality will have aesthetic elements that are relatively unappealing and
perceptibly uncharacteristic of the surrounding area.

•

Moderate. The location is typical or characteristic of the region’s natural or cultural visual
amenities. A site with moderate visual quality maintains the visual character of the surrounding
area, with aesthetic elements that do not stand out as either contributing to, or detracting from,
the visual character of an area.
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•

High. The location has visual resources that are unique or exemplary of the region’s natural or
cultural scenic amenities. A site with high visual quality is likely to stand out as particularly
appealing and makes a notable positive contribution to the visual character of an area.

Affected Viewers and Exposure Sensitivity
Affected viewers and exposure conditions address the variables that affect viewers and their visual
exposure to proposed project facilities. The identification of viewer types and volumes describes the
type and quantity of potentially affected viewers within the visual study area. Land uses that derive
value from the quality of their settings are considered potentially sensitive to changes in visual
conditions. Sensitive viewers are those who have a strong stake or interest in the quality of the
landscape and have a greater level of concern towards changes that degrade or detract from the visual
character of an area. Examples of viewers with elevated concern for visual quality include travelers on
designated scenic routes and users of public recreational areas.
Viewer exposure considers some or all of the following factors: landscape visibility (the ability to see the
landscape); viewing distance (the proximity of viewers to the project sites); viewing angle (the line of
sight to the facility sites); extent of visibility (whether the line of sight is open and panoramic to the
facility sites or restricted by terrain, vegetation, and/or structures); and duration of view. Generally,
viewer sensitivity relates to the level of interest or concern the public has for a particular aesthetic
resource.
Visual Sensitivity
Visual sensitivity is the overall measure of a site’s susceptibility to adverse visual changes. Visual
sensitivity is rated as high, moderate, or low and is determined based on the combined factors of visual
quality, viewer types and volumes, and visual exposure to the project sites, as described above. A
setting’s overall visual sensitivity is the measure of its susceptibility to significant visual impacts that
would result from project-caused visual change. Thus, significant adverse impacts are typically unlikely
in a setting with low overall sensitivity.
4.2.2.2 Visual Study Area
For the purposes of this evaluation, the aesthetics or visual study area (also called viewshed1) for each
project site is that area from which either the facilities themselves or construction activities would be
visible to the public. Most of the SBA and WBA well sites, and the La Quinta WBA Water Treatment
Facility site, are located within developed residential or commercial settings on parcels owned by
CVWD. In general, these sites are more visible to immediately adjacent properties and roadways than to
the general viewing public. Other project sites, such as the proposed ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility
and the CRRF, are in more remote locations where observation from the viewing public may be
infrequent, if at all. Because the visual study area boundaries for each site depend on existing site and
vicinity conditions (i.e., viewshed, structures, and vegetation), an assessment of each site individually is
important in identifying potentially affected viewers and describing the visual quality and character of
that location.

1

A viewshed is an area of land, water, or other urban or environmental element that is visible to the human eye
from a fixed vantage point.
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Field reconnaissance for the proposed project was conducted in March, April and July 2015.
Observations of the proposed well and treatment sites and pipeline locations were performed to
identify the visual study area and take representative photographs of existing visual conditions.
Photographs are included in this section to document the existing visual conditions of the proposed
facility sites and adjacent areas. Figures 4.2-1 through 4.2-18 depict existing views of proposed project
sites from publicly accessible locations.
4.2.2.3 Visual Character of the Project Area
All of the project facilities would be located in communities within the Coachella Valley, from Desert Hot
Springs in the northwest to the unincorporated community of Thermal in the southeast. The Coachella
Valley is characterized by developed urban and suburban areas surrounded by undeveloped desert on
the valley floor, and the San Jacinto mountain ranges on the west and Little San Bernardino Mountains
to the east. The Valley has a dramatic elevation change, from approximately 500 feet at the valley floor
to approximately 10,000 feet at the surrounding mountain peaks. Specifically, elevations in La Quinta
range from 130 feet below sea level in the southeastern corner to over 1,700 feet above sea level in the
foothills of the Santa Rosa Mountains. Open spaces within the project area include suburban spaces
such as golf courses and parks, and natural desert areas both within the urban environment and at the
outskirts of developed areas. Large agricultural parcels are located in communities in the southern
portion of Coachella Valley.
The following provides a general description of communities where project facilities would be located,
including the cities of Desert Hot Springs, Palm Desert, Rancho Mirage, La Quinta, Indio, and the
unincorporated community of Thermal. The visual description of individual facility sites is provided in
Table 4.2-1 Summary of Visual Sensitivity Descriptions, and Figures 4.2-1 through 4.2-18.
Desert Hot Springs
WBA well sites 3405-1 (to be removed from service), 3408-1, 3409-2, and 3410-1, and the proposed ID8
WBA Treatment Plant site are located north of I-10 within the southern portion of the City of Desert Hot
Springs. Views from within Desert Hot Springs are defined by the city’s proximity to nearby mountain
ranges. The San Jacinto Mountains are located approximately three miles southwest of Desert Hot
Springs. The mountain range extends from its highest elevation at Mt. San Jacinto at the extreme north,
southward to the Santa Rosa Mountains. The San Bernardino Mountains form the western boundary of
Desert Hot Springs with the highest peak at San Gorgonio. The Little San Bernardino Mountains
comprise the northern boundary of Desert Hot Springs, and the northern-northeastern boundary of the
Coachella Valley. The San Gorgonio Pass Wind Farm is located on the eastern slope of the San Gorgonio
Pass, north of the San Jacinto Mountains just west of Desert Hot Springs. Windmills are located along
the length of I-10 from Whitewater to Desert Hot Springs and continue north along State Route 62. The
WBA well sites are located within a sparsely developed residential neighborhood, which can be
characterized as low-density and rural. Vegetation is limited to some lawns and ornamental/natural
desert landscaping. The proposed ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility site is located south of the well
sites in undeveloped desert. The WBA treated water pipeline alignment would be located along Dillon
Road between Atlantic Avenue and Langlois Road. This right-of-way is approximately 30 feet wide,
carries two lanes of travel, and is bordered by a mix of land uses, including residential, commercial, and
undeveloped desert areas. A portion of this road is in unincorporated Riverside County area adjacent to
Desert Hot Springs.
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Palm Desert
SBA wells 4610-1, 4720-1, 4721-1, 4722-1, 5632-2, 5657-2, 5664-1, 5676-2, 5677-1, 5678-1, 5679-1, and
5720-1 are located with the City of Palm Desert. Palm Desert is situated on the floor of the Coachella
Valley and is surrounded by mountains and native desert land between Rancho Mirage and La Quinta.
The Santa Rosa Mountains to the west and the San Jacinto Mountains to the south provide a natural and
scenic backdrop. Palm Desert is characterized by planned residential developments served by golf
courses and country clubs. The visual character of the area may be best described as that of a suburban
community, with low-density residential development and open space areas surrounding a central
downtown business and commercial district. I-10 bisects the city and project well sites are located north
and south of I-10.
Rancho Mirage
SBA well 4510-1 is the only project facility located within the City of Rancho Mirage. Rancho Mirage is
located at the western edge of the valley and provides views of the Santa Rosa Mountains to the south
and west, and the Joshua Hills to the north. The city consists largely of landscaped golf course
communities. The SBA 4510-1 is located on CVWD-owned property within the Westin Mission Resort
Villas development. Westin Mission Resort Villas is a gated community surrounded by stucco walls and
ornamental desert plantings. Features of the Westin Mission Resort Villas include a golf course, and mix
of single and multi-family residential communities.
La Quinta
SBA well sites 5711-2, 6701-1, 6726-1, 6728-1 and 6734-1 are located within the City of La Quinta, as are
WBA well sites 6724-1, 6725-1, the 6723-1 blending well, and the proposed La Quinta WBA Water
Treatment Facility site. La Quinta is predominantly developed with golf courses and residential/resort
communities and all of the project sites are located within these developed areas. The Santa Rosa and
San Jacinto Mountains provide a visual backdrop to the western edge of the city, and agricultural lands
are to the east.
Indio
SBA wells 5717-1, 5718-1 and 5719-1 are located within the City of Indio. Indio is located at the
southeastern end of the valley, and provides scenic views of the Santa Rosa and San Jacinto Mountains.
Indio is surrounded by large expanses of native desert that help contribute to the scenic character. The
City of Indio is dominated by residential uses, interspersed with golf courses. Well sites are located on
existing CVWD parcels within planned residential communities.
Thermal
SBA wells 6805-1 and 6808-1, and the proposed CRRF site are located in the southeastern part of the
valley within the unincorporated community of Thermal. Thermal is dominated by agricultural land uses.
The SBA wells are located in close proximity to each other within agricultural land uses. The CRRF would
be located on an undeveloped portion of the CVWD WRP-4 parcel. Views in this area are dominated by
large expanses of agricultural operations, with distant views of mountain ranges.
Table 4.2-1 summarizes the existing visual sensitivity of the project facility sites, using the concepts
presented in Section 4.2.2.1 above. Figure numbers for individual sites are identified in the first column.
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TABLE 4.2-1: SUMMARY OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
Project Facility Site/
Address/Figure No.

Visual Quality

View and Exposure Conditions

Overall Visual
Sensitivity

Desert Hot Springs

Low

View of well site from two residential homes, north and
southwest of site. Well site is adjacent to undeveloped
expanse of conservation area, screened with ornamental
plantings that exceed the fence line. High tension power lines
th
extend along 16 Avenue. Viewer concern is would be low.

Considered to be low to moderate

Low

Well site is unscreened and visible to residential home next
door. Roads near well site have low pedestrian and motorist
traffic. High tension power lines visible behind well site.
Viewer concern would be low.

Considered to be low to moderate

Low

View of well site from adjacent commercial property. San
Gorgonio Pass Wind Farm is visible in the distance beyond
the well site. High tension power lines are located along
Atlantic Avenue and the property line between well facility
and adjacent lot. Viewer concern would be low.

Considered to be low to moderate

ID-8 WBA Water
Treatment Facility
Corner of Atlantic and
th
18 Avenue
Figure 4.2-2

Low

No structures are near the ID8 site, so public views are
minimal to non-existent. No paved roads are located nearby
and there is no pedestrian or motorist traffic. Viewer concern
would be low.

Considered to be low to moderate

ID-8 Raw Water
Pipelines
th
16 Avenue, Sycamore
Road, Atlantic Avenue,
Dillon Road and CVWDowned Parcel

Low

Roads are visible to all adjacent residential land uses. Roads
receive relatively low pedestrian and vehicle traffic. Viewer
concern would be low.

Considered to be low to moderate

WBA 3408-1
16-060 16th Avenue
Figure 4.2-1

WBA 3409-2
65-790 Sycamore Road
Figure 4.2-1
WBA 3410-1
16-755 Atlantic Avenue
Figure 4.2-2
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TABLE 4.2-1: SUMMARY OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
Project Facility Site/
Address/Figure No.
ID-8 Treated Water
Pipeline
CVWD-owned Parcel
and Dillion Road

Visual Quality

View and Exposure Conditions

Overall Visual
Sensitivity

Low-moderate

Dillion Road is visible to all residential and commercial land
uses along its length. Road receives moderate to high vehicle
traffic and moderate pedestrian traffic. Viewer concern
would be moderate during construction. After construction,
the viewshed would return to pre-existing conditions.

Considered to be moderate

Palm Desert
SBA 4610-1
72-702 Dinah Shore
Drive
Figure 4.2-3

Low

SBA 4720-1
78-800 Avenue 38
Figure 4.2-4

Low

SBA 4721-1
7-021 Adams Street
Figure 4.2-4

Moderate

SBA 4722-1
78-903 Sunrise
Mountain View
Figure 4.2-4

Moderate

SBA 5632-2
79 Tamarisk Row Drive
Figure 4.2-5

Moderate

Well site is located off of Costco parking lot. Site is screened
with ornamental plantings that exceed the fence line.
Beyond the well site to the north are Amtrak rail line and I-10
rights-of-way. Viewer concern would be low.
Well site is visible to residential uses to the south and west.
Well site is adjacent to an RV lot to the north, and power
substation to the east. Well site is screened with ornamental
plantings that exceed the fence line. Site is separated from
residential uses by Adams Street and Avenue 38.Viewer
concern would be low.
Well site is visible to a golf course to the west and golf course
maintenance buildings to the north. Adams Street is located
east of the well site and receives relatively minor vehicle and
pedestrian traffic. Moderate viewer sensitivity/concern
(Mountain Vista Golf Course).
Well site is visible from upper floor of residential buildings
located on Sunrise Mountain View within gated residential
community. High tension power lines extend along Sunrise
Mountain View. Moderate viewer sensitivity/concern (Sun
City Palm Desert).
Well site is visible from upper floor of residential buildings
located on Wisteria Drive and from golf course patrons from
the east. Well site is screened from passing motorists and
pedestrians by walls on Tamarisk Row Drive. Moderate
viewer sensitivity/concern (Palm Valley Country Club and golf
Course).
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TABLE 4.2-1: SUMMARY OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
Project Facility Site/
Address/Figure No.

Visual Quality

SBA 5657-2
77-730 Enfield Lane
Figure 4.2-6

Low

SBA 5664-1
38-301 Nasturtium
Way
Figure 4.2-6

Low-Moderate

SBA 5676-2
38-130 Portola Avenue
Figure 4.2-7

Low

SBA 5677-1
38-699 Cook Street
Figure 4.2-8

Moderate-High

SBA 5678-1
74-885 Frank Sinatra
Drive
Figure 4.2-7

Low

View and Exposure Conditions
Well site is visible from second story of commercial buildings
to the east and south. No views of site from commercial
building to the west. Well site is at a higher grade from the
street with minimal views from vehicles and pedestrians.
Viewer concern would be low.
View of well site from upper floor of residential homes
located on Nasturtium Way and Crocus Lane. Fleeting views
from vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on Crocus Lane and
Nasturtium Way and Tamarisk Row Drive. Moderate viewer
sensitivity/concern.
Views of well site from pedestrians and cyclists, and fleeting
views from vehicles on Portola Avenue. No view of well site
from undeveloped land located west of Portola Avenue.
Views of well site from golf course to east. Well site is at a
lower elevation than golf course, and screened with
ornamental plantings that exceed the wall height. Viewer
concern would be low.
Views of well site from upper level of residential houses to
the north, east and southeast. Partial view of well site from
golf course to the east. Moderate viewer sensitivity/concern
(Desert Willow Golf Resort).
Well site set back from sidewalk and street, with landscaped
median obstructing views across the roadway. Minimal view
of well site from pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles on Frank
Sinatra Drive. Partial view of well site from the second story
of residential homes located north and hotel to the east.
Partial views of well site from golf course to the south.
Viewer concern would be low.
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TABLE 4.2-1: SUMMARY OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
Project Facility Site/
Address/Figure No.

Visual Quality

SBA 5679-1
39-400 Tamarisk Row
Drive
Figure 4.2-9

Low-Moderate

SBA 5720-1
38-120 Del Webb
Boulevard
Figure 4.2-9

Moderate-High

View and Exposure Conditions
Views of well site from residential homes located east. High
tension power lines extend along Tamarisk Row Drive.
Pedestrian views are minimal as sidewalk is located on
opposite side of street (Tamarisk Row Drive). Moderate
viewer sensitivity/concern.
Views of well site from Sunset View Golf Course, golf course
path located adjacent to site, and residential homes. Well
site is partially screened with ornamental plantings that
exceed the wall height. High viewer sensitivity.

Overall Visual
Sensitivity
Considered to be low to moderate

Considered to be moderate to high

Rancho Mirage
SBA 4510-1
71-777 Dinah Shore
Drive
Figure 4.2-10

Moderate

View of well site from two residential buildings located east
and west. Site is well screened with ornamental plantings
and community garbage dumpster. Moderate viewer
sensitivity/concern.

Considered to be moderate

La Quinta
SBA 5711-2
78-962 Descanso Lane
Figure 4.2-10

Moderate

SBA 6701-1
78-526 Avenida Ultimo
Figure 4.2-11

Low

SBA 6726-1
81-503 Airport
Boulevard
Figure 4.2-11

Low

View of well site from residential home located southwest.
Minimal views of well site from residential houses located
north. Moderate viewer sensitivity/concern.
Views of well site from surrounding residential land uses and
golf course. Well site is heavily screened with ornamental
plantings surrounding the fenceline and hidden from view by
power transmission station to the north and north east.
Viewer concern would be low.
View of well site from residential homes on Palms Drive and
Mountain View Street. Well site is well screened and
buffered on south, east and west sides by landscaping. Some
views of well site from vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on
Airport Boulevard. Viewer concern would be low.
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TABLE 4.2-1: SUMMARY OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
Project Facility Site/
Address/Figure No.
SBA 6728-1
60-372 Desert Shadows
Drive
Figure 4.2-12
SBA 6734-1
81-948 Rancho Santana
Drive
Figure 4.2-12
WBA 6723-1
54-286 Southern Hills
Figure 4.2-13

Visual Quality

Moderate-high

Moderate-high

Low

WBA 6724-1
55-550 Winged Foot
Drive
Figure 4.2-13

Low

WBA 6725-1
56-020 Madison Street
Figure 4.2-14

Low

La Quinta WBA Water
Treatment Facility
Airport Boulevard, at
the southeastern edge
of Greg Norman Golf
Course
Figure 4.2-14

Moderate-high

View and Exposure Conditions
View of well site from residential homes. Moderate views
from vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on Split Rock Drive
and Desert Shadows Drive. Low viewer perspective from
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on Monroe Street.
Moderate viewer sensitivity/concern.
View of well site from vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on
Avenue 52 and Monroe Street. Well site is visible from upper
floor of residences located on Rancho Santana Drive.
Moderate viewer sensitivity/concern.
View of well site from vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.
Viewer concern would be low.
View of well site from vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on
Winged Foot Drive and Madison Street. Well site is visible
from residences on Winged Foot Drive and is screened with
ornamental plantings that exceed the wall height. Viewer
concern would be low.
View of well site from vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on
Madison Street and Airport Boulevard and Muirfield Lane.
Well site is visible from residences and is screened with
ornamental plantings that exceed the wall height. Viewer
concern would be low.
View of treatment facility site from pedestrian, cyclist and
vehicles on Airport Boulevard. Site is visible from within golf
course to the north and residential homes on south side of
Airport Boulevard. Moderate viewer sensitivity/concern.
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TABLE 4.2-1: SUMMARY OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
Project Facility Site/
Address/Figure No.
La Quinta WBA
Raw/Treated Water
Pipeline
Madison Street and
Airport Boulevard
Figure 4.2-15

Visual Quality

View and Exposure Conditions

Overall Visual
Sensitivity

Moderate

Madison Street and Airport Boulevard are highly exposed to
all residential uses along the length of raw and treated water
pipelines. Several utilities are located within Madison Street
and Airport Boulevard which may receive occasional
maintenance. Road receives moderate to high vehicle traffic
and moderate pedestrian traffic. Viewer concern would be
high during construction. After construction, the viewshed
would return to pre-existing conditions.

Considered to be high

Indio
SBA 5717-1
79-937 Dandelion Drive
Figure 4.2-15

Moderate high

SBA 5718-1
79-867 Fred Waring
Drive
Figure 4.2-16

Moderate

SBA 5719-1
80-067 Avenue 40
Figure 4.2-16

Moderate-High

View of well site from vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists on
Miles Avenue and Jefferson Street. Well site is in view of
residences north, northwest and west. Well site has low walls
and is exposed to public views on all sides. Moderate viewer
sensitivity/concern is expected.
View of well site from playground on east and west and
vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists on Fred Waring Drive.
Partial views of well sire from commercial uses located east
and residences on Monticello Avenue. Moderate viewer
sensitivity/concern is expected.
Views of well site from residential properties located east
and south, golf course to the west, and pedestrians, vehicles
and cyclists. Well site has low walls and limited screening.
Viewer concern would be high.

Considered to be moderate

Considered to be moderate

Considered to be moderate to high

Thermal
SBA 6805-1
84-399 Airport
Boulevard
Figure 4.2-17
SBA 6808-1
56-490 Hernandez Lane
Figure 4.2-17

Low

Views of well site from surrounding agricultural activity.
Viewer concern would be low.

Considered to be low

Low

Views of well site from surrounding agricultural activity.
Viewer concern would be low.

Considered to be low
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TABLE 4.2-1: SUMMARY OF VISUAL SENSITIVITY DESCRIPTIONS
Project Facility Site/
Address/Figure No.
Central Resin
Regeneration Facility
Avenue 64 and Fillmore
Street
Figure 4.2-18
CRRF Potable Water
Line
Avenue 64 and Fillmore
Street

Visual Quality

View and Exposure Conditions

Overall Visual
Sensitivity

Low

Views of CRRF site from surrounding agricultural activity.
CRRF site is visible from Fillmore Street and Avenue 64, and
from Avenue 63 overcrossing of the Coachella Valley
Stormwater Channel. Viewer concern would be low.

Considered to be low

Low

Views of potable water line alignment from surrounding
agricultural activity. Alignment is viewable from Fillmore
th
Street and 64 Avenue. Viewer concern would be low.

Considered to be low
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4.2.3 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
4.2.3.1 Federal
No federal regulations relative to scenic or visual resources would be applicable to the proposed project.
4.2.3.2 State
California Scenic Highway Program
In 1963, the State of California established the Scenic Highway Program to develop a system of State
roadways whose adjacent corridors contained scenic resources worthy of protection and enhancement.
Sections 260 through 263 of the State Streets and Highways Code establish the Scenic Highways
Program and require local government agencies to take the following actions to protect the scenic
appearance of the scenic corridor:
•
•
•
•
•

Regulate land use and density of development,
Provide detailed land and site planning,
Prohibit off-site outdoor advertising and control on-site outdoor advertising,
Pay careful attention to and control earthmoving and landscaping, and
Scrutinize the design and appearance of structures and equipment.

There are no designated state scenic highways within the aesthetics study area.
4.2.3.3 Local
CVWD Development Design Manual
The CVWD Development Design Manual provides comprehensive procedural and technical
requirements for the planning, design and construction of CVWD service infrastructure required for new
development. The document provides general information and the requirements for processing a new
development, presents drawing format, right-of-way procedures, inspection requirements and CVWD
service function technical design standards.
Homeowners Associations
Some project facilities would be would be located within communities governed by homeowners
associations (HOAs), as identified below. HOAs often establish design guidelines for new and remodeled
structures within their communities. While not subject to the same guidelines as residential homes and
other structures within these communities, CVWD facilities have been designed to be compatible with a
particular community’s aesthetic character.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sun City Palm Desert Community Homeowner Association (SBA 4721-1, 4722-1, 5677-1, and
5720-1)
Sun City Shadow Hills (SBA 5719-1)
Desert Willow Golf Course Homeowner Association (SBA 5676-2)
PGA West Residential Association (WBA 6723-1, 6724-1 and 6725-1)
Monticello HOA (SBA 5677-1)
Regency Estates (SBA 5679-1)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rancho La Quinta HOA (SBA 5711-2)
Heritage Palms (SBA 5717-1)
La Quinta Fairways Homeowners Association (SBA 6701-1)
Palm Valley County Club (SBA 5632-2 and 5664-1)
Trilogy La Quinta (SBA 6728-1)
Carmela (SBA 6734-1)
The Palms Golf Club (SBA 6726-1 and La Quinta WBA Water Treatment Facility)

4.2.4 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
4.2.4.1 Significance Criteria
Based on Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, a project would have a significant impact on
aesthetics if it would:
a. Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.
b. Substantially damage scenic resources, including but not limited to trees, rock outcroppings, and
historic buildings within a state scenic highway corridor.
c. Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings.
d. Create a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime
views in the area.
4.2.4.2 Approach to Analysis
The aesthetics impact analysis addresses the short-term (construction-related) and long-term
(operations and maintenance-related) impacts on scenic resources, scenic vistas, and the visual
character of project sites and their surrounding areas. The visual impact analysis is based on field
observations of project sites and surrounding viewsheds conducted in March, April and July of 2015, site
and aerial photographs, visual renderings, computer-aided street-view tours (Google Earth), and review
of relevant planning documents.
Construction Impacts
The evaluation of temporary visual impacts during construction considers whether construction
activities would substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site or surrounding
area and the duration over which this change would occur.
Operational Impacts
Permanent visual impacts from facility siting and operation are assessed based on the project’s potential
to have a substantial adverse effect on scenic vistas, substantially damage scenic resources, or
substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of a site and its surroundings after the
facility is constructed and operational. The analysis of permanent visual impacts focuses on those sites
at which above-ground facilities would be constructed.
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Areas of No Project Impact
All of the pipeline components of the project would be underground; after construction is completed,
these components would not be visible and are not expected to result in permanent changes that affect
scenic views, scenic resources, the visual quality of the surrounding area, or introduction of light and
glare. Therefore, the visual impacts associated with the operations of the project pipelines are not
discussed further in this analysis.
As explained below, the proposed project would not result in impacts related to one of the above-listed
significance criteria.
b. Substantially damage a scenic resource, including but not limited to trees, rock outcroppings,
and historic buildings, within a state scenic highway corridor.
There are no state scenic highways located within the study area; therefore, this criterion is not
applicable and is not discussed further.
4.2.4.3 Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact AE-1: Project construction would not have a substantial adverse impact on a scenic
vista, resource, or on the visual character of a site or its surroundings. (Less than Significant)
Construction of project facilities could result in temporary changes in the vicinity of construction
sites due to presence of construction vehicles, equipment and materials, stockpiles, and
exposed soils. Construction activities would be temporarily visible from multiple public vantage
points to varying degrees at all construction sites. The impact analysis for project facilities
below references the site layout figures found in Chapter 3, Project Description (Figures 3-9
through 3-31, 3-33, 3-37 through 3-39, and 3-43 through 3-45), in addition to the visual figures
referenced in Section 4.2.2 above.
SBA Well Sites
Except for the SBA well sites that require driveway and access improvements, construction
activities for SBA treatment facilities are assumed to occur inside the fence perimeter for each
site. The entire well site is assumed to be an active construction zone, and no exterior
construction staging areas are required. Resin vessels would be stored at the CRRF site until SBA
well sites are ready for installation. Existing landscaping around the perimeter fencing would
remain in place. Each SBA well site would require construction for the duration of approximately
7 months. However, no scenic vistas, roadways, or resources would be affected since none are
present within the study area. Therefore, the potential aesthetics impact related to well site
construction would be less than significant.
CRRF and Offsite Water Pipeline
The CRRF would be located on an undeveloped portion of the CVWD WRP-4 parcel south of the
unincorporated community of Thermal, and the offsite water pipeline would be located on land
currently used for agricultural production. The duration of construction at these sites would be
approximately one year. Views in this area are dominated by large expanses of agricultural
operations, with distant views of mountain ranges. Activities associated with construction of
the CRRF and associated pipeline would primarily be visible from Fillmore Street and
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surrounding agricultural areas. This street is not a heavily traveled street, and views would be
temporary and fleeting as drivers pass the site. No trees or other scenic resources would be
affected, as there are none in the immediate area. In addition, the sites are not within a scenic
vista, nor along a designated scenic roadway. As a result, no scenic vistas, resources, or
roadways would be affected. Therefore, construction activities at these sites would have a less
than significant aesthetics impact.
WBA Well Sites
Construction activities at WBA well sites would be limited in nature, primarily consisting of the
installation of pipelines and improvements to well pumps. The duration of construction at these
sites would be approximately 18 months. Construction on WBA well sites would occur on
existing sites and within the existing fence that surrounds the property. Construction activities
would have a temporary minor impact on the visual character of these sites given that minor
activities (upgrading equipment) would occur on site. None of the WBA well sites are located
within a scenic vista or along a designated scenic roadway. As a result, no scenic vistas,
roadways, or resources would be affected. Therefore, construction activities at these sites
would have a less than significant aesthetics impact.
ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility and Raw/Treated Water Pipelines
The ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility would be located south of the well sites in undeveloped
desert within the Willow Hole Conservation Area. Construction of the treatment facility would
be visible from Dillon Road. However, construction activities would be temporary and would
not impact the visual character of this area given the location away from residential land uses
and the low-density rural quality of the area. The effect on overall visual sensitivity would be
low. Similarly, construction of raw and treated water pipelines would occur within roadways
and an undeveloped CVWD parcel. The treatment facility and pipelines are not located within a
scenic vista, nor along a designated scenic roadway. As a result, no scenic vistas, roadways, or
resources would be affected. Therefore, the potential impact on the visual character of the site
and its surroundings due to construction would be less than significant.
La Quinta WBA Water Treatment Facility and Raw/Treated Water Pipelines
The La Quinta WBA Water Treatment Facility would be located along Airport Boulevard along
the southern boundary of the Greg Norman Golf Course, immediately adjacent to golf tee
greens. As noted in Table 4.2-1, this site has high visual exposure, visual quality, and overall
visual sensitivity. Construction at this site would occur within the site itself and staging would
occur within an approximately 30-foot wide buffer area around the site. Site-specific design
features intended to avoid adverse visual effects would be installed at the start of construction
and include a perimeter wall to match the screening walls existing in this neighborhood around
the buffer area to provide a secure site during construction and to minimize view intrusion to
the golf course. Construction of the treatment facility would take approximately one year at this
site. Activities associated with construction of the wall and the treatment facility would be
visible from within the golf course and on Airport Boulevard. Views along Airport Boulevard
would be temporary and fleeting as drivers pass the site. Views of the site from residences
would be seen by only a few individuals in a private setting and not visible from public areas
within the Palm Golf Club Community. Golfers would have a relatively unobstructed view of the
site. This location is not within a scenic vista, nor along a designated scenic roadway. Because
the construction would be temporary in nature (i.e., 12 months), and project design features
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involving construction fencing, the potential impact on the visual character of the site and its
surroundings would be less than significant.
Construction-related Impact Conclusion
Site-specific design features intended to avoid adverse visual effects of project construction
would not result in significant impacts to a scenic view or scenic resource at any of the project
facility sites. Construction activities would be temporarily visible from multiple public vantage
points to varying degrees at all construction sites. Construction activities would be temporary
and would not significantly change or disrupt the visual character of the surrounding areas. In
addition, the project includes design features such as construction fencing intended to screen
and avoid visual impacts, and therefore, construction-related impacts related to degradation of
the visual character of surrounding areas would be less than significant. No mitigation measures
are required.
Impact AE-2: Project construction would not create a new source of substantial light or glare
that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area. (Less than Significant)
Project construction activities are would occur during normal work hours and within the
construction hours established by the local jurisdictions within which the construction would
occur. Night time construction is not required. However, early morning start times (i.e., earlier
than 7:00 a.m.) would be required for concrete placement at the WBA Water Treatment Facility
sites and the CRRF; early morning concrete installation is typical in a desert environment to
allow the concrete to set before the onset of desert heat. This construction activity would not
require additional lighting. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
4.2.4.4 Operation Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact AE-3: Proposed project facilities would not have a substantial adverse impact on a
scenic vista, resource, or on the visual character of a site or its surroundings. (Less than
Significant)
As noted previously, underground components of the project (i.e., pipelines) would not be
visible after construction and would not result in adverse permanent changes that affect the
visual quality of the surrounding area. Following is a discussion of above-ground facilities.
SBA Well Sites
All of the SBA well sites currently have existing water infrastructure facilities. Many of the
facilities (i.e., well pumps, electrical cabinets, chlorine dosing stations, etc.) are enclosed within
existing structures on the sites, and most of these structures have been designed to be
compatible with the surrounding neighborhoods within which they are located. All of the sites
are visible from surrounding land uses.
The new SBA resin treatment facilities would be shielded with architectural screening at all well
sites. These sites are not located in areas of high viewer sensitivity or adjacent to residential
properties, as described in Section 4.2.2 above. The architectural screening of SBA well sites is
intended to enhance neighborhood compatibility and provide shading of these facilities for
protection of operators and equipment. An example architectural rendering and isometric view
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of typical screening features proposed for the SBA facilities are shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8 in
Chapter 3, Project Description. As shown, the screening is designed to wrap around the
treatment vessels, leaving the center above the tanks open so the vessels can be removed for
maintenance; the screening would be a fabricated steel structure with removable side panels to
allow additional access to the treatment tanks when required. The roof structure would be
sloped and have Spanish tile roofing similar to existing roofed structures at well sites. Stucco
sides would shield equipment within view of surrounding neighborhoods. Additional
landscaping may also be used at SBA well sites requiring additional screening.
As noted in Table 4.2-1, SBA well sites generally have low to moderate visual exposure, visual
quality, and overall visual sensitivity. Although the architectural screening would be visible from
single-family residences, commercial and other uses located adjacent to well sites, the new
architectural features have been designed to match the existing facilities and would blend in
with the site and its surroundings. The new facilities would be more noticeable at some sites,
particularly those with lower perimeter walls and those adjacent to two-story residences.
Visibility of the sites from passing motorists would generally be low due to distance from the
sites and the fleeting nature of the views. The visual contrast of the new facilities within their
existing settings would be low to moderate, as they would be situated in existing well sites with
screening to increase compatibility with the surrounding properties. Therefore, in the context of
moderate overall visual sensitivity at the SBA well sites, the impact on the visual character of the
site and its surroundings would be less than significant.
CRRF and Offsite Water Pipeline
The proposed CRRF would be located on an undeveloped portion of the CVWD WRP-4 parcel
south of the unincorporated community of Thermal. As noted in Table 4.2-1, this site has
limited visual exposure, low visual quality, and low overall visual sensitivity. The CRRF would be
located adjacent to WRP-4 and would be consistent with the visual character of the area. The
proposed CRRF building is would be approximately 65,000 square feet in area, approximately 34
feet in height, and have two interior floors. The exterior masonry would include a combination
of split-face and smooth-face block. The roof structure would be a sloped metal roof system,
designed with a non-glare finish. Figure 3-35 in Chapter 3, Project Description, provides an
architectural rendering of the proposed building. The potable water pipeline associated with
the CRRF would be located underground and would not be visible. The CRRF location is not
within a scenic vista nor would it be visible from any nearby scenic roadways; no such resources
would be affected. As a result, the effect on overall visual sensitivity would be low and there
would be no change in visual contrast. Therefore, in the context of moderate overall visual
sensitivity, the impact on the visual character of the site and its surroundings would be less than
significant.
WBA Well Sites
Improvements at the WBA well sites would primarily be pipelines and improvements to well
pumps. With the exception of new generators proposed at WBA 6723-1 and 6724-1, these
improvements would not substantially change the visual characteristics of the WBA well sites.
Generators at these two locations would be recessed three feet into the ground, and would be
comparable to generators used by CVWD at other well sites. The proposed generators would be
approximately 9 feet high and 25 feet long. Since generators would be recessed, these project
components would not extend above the existing walls and would not be noticeable to viewers
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of these sites. In addition, two-story residences are not present in these locations, and well sites
are bound by roads, further reducing the view of the generators. Visibility of the sites from
passing motorists would generally be low due to distance from the sites and the fleeting nature
of the views. Therefore, in the context of low overall visual sensitivity at the WBA well sites, the
impact on the visual character of these sites and its surroundings would be less than significant.
ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility and Raw/Treated Water Pipelines
The ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility would be located on an undeveloped parcel within the
Willow Hole Conservation Area in Desert Hot Springs. This site is characterized by a vegetated
desert community and is located approximately 0.25 miles south of Dillon Road. No existing
structures are located within the vicinity of the ID8 WBA treatment facility and the nearest
residential community is located just north of Dillon Road. Visual elements in the vicinity
include views of the San Jacinto Mountains to the south and the San Gorgonio Wind Farm to the
west.
As noted in Table 4.2-1, this site has low visual exposure, visual quality, and overall visual
sensitivity. Figure 3-41 in Chapter 3 shows architectural renderings of the ID8 WBA treatment
facility from both the east and west. The majority of the process equipment at this site would be
located within structures. Those facilities that would not be enclosed would generally be
shielded from view by these structures. The structures would be designed with a cement tile
roof and cement walls fitting the character of the surrounding Desert Hot Springs community.
The tallest structure at the site would be approximately 21 feet.
Because of its distance from nearby roadways, the ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility would not
be readily visible by motorists on Dillon Road. When seen from a distance, the ID8 treatment
facility would have a low profile and would not represent a high visual contrast against the
surrounding desert land. For these reasons, the ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility would
represent moderately low visual change to viewers in the area. The location is not within a
scenic vista nor would it be visible from any nearby scenic roadways; no such resources would
be affected. As a result, and in the context of moderately low overall visual sensitivity of this
setting, this would be a less than significant aesthetic impact.
La Quinta WBA Water Treatment Facility
The La Quinta WBA Water Treatment Facility would be located within the PGA West Greg
Norman Golf Course, on the north side of Airport Boulevard, between Madison Street to the
west and Monroe Street to the east. As noted on Table 4.2-1, this site has high visual exposure,
visual concern, visual quality, and high overall visual sensitivity.
All of the major facilities at this site would be housed within enclosed structures. Figure 3-47 in
Chapter 3 provides architectural renderings of the proposed facilities at the site, from both the
north (within the golf course) and south (from Airport Boulevard). As shown, the proposed
architectural design matches the southwest stucco and tile roof design prevalent in La Quinta
developments. Because of its location, this treatment site would be surrounded by a screening
masonry wall to match the screening walls existing in this neighborhood. In addition, new
landscaping would be planted around the perimeter of the site to screen it from the golf course
and nearby residences. The tallest portion of the facility would reach approximately 28 feet in
height.
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Landscaping vegetation would likely grow to sufficient height to provide visual screening from
the golf course; but views of the tops of the structures would still occur. Views onto the site
would be permanently modified with project implementation; as such, the buildings have been
designed to match the general architectural style in La Quinta and, therefore, the structures
would not significantly degrade the visual character of the area. This facility would have a less
than significant aesthetic impact.
Impact AE-4: Project operation would not create a new source of substantial light or glare that
would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area. (Less than Significant)
SBA and WBA well sites are existing facilities with existing security lighting. No new lighting
would be installed at these locations as part of the project. At the CRRF and at both the ID8 and
La Quinta WBA water treatment facility sites, the facilities would include exterior lighting for site
safety and security. Outside lighting would be controlled by motion sensor or switch by CVWD
staff. In addition, all exterior lighting would be placed and shielded to direct light downward.
These new light sources would not adversely affect day or nighttime views in the vicinity of
these sites. This impact is less than significant. No mitigation measures are required.

4.2.5 SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
No mitigation program is required.

4.2.6 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
The geographic scope for cumulative impact analysis on aesthetic resources consists of all project facility
sites and the immediate vicinity around each of these sites that is visible from the same public vantage
points. This includes project facilities visible to viewers who can also view proposed CVWD construction
areas and operation of facilities from public rights of way in all areas where project facilities are
proposed, from Desert Hot Springs to Thermal. This discussion also considers the mass and scale of the
proposed project’s facilities as they relate to other projects proposed by development entities in the
area of the proposed project facilities. Based on review of the cumulative projects obtained from local
jurisdictions where project facilities are located, no cumulative projects have been identified in the same
viewshed of the project sites, except for the CVWD Fillmore Street Irrigation Ditch Project located at the
WRP-4 parcel, near the proposed CRRF site.
Existing SBA and WBA well sites are currently used for the pumping and distribution of potable water.
These well sites are generally located within existing communities and surrounded by existing residential
and other land uses. The addition of resin treatment equipment at existing CVWD well sites would not
contribute to cumulative aesthetic impacts at these sites. Similarly, the La Quinta WBA Water Treatment
Facility site would be located within an area of the City of La Quinta that contains established residential
and golf communities. The area surrounding the La Quinta WBA Water Treatment Facility site is
developed, with no planned projects nearby that would contribute to cumulative aesthetic impacts. The
ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility site is located within the development-restricted Willow Hole
Conservation Area. Due to the conservation area surrounding the ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility
site and development restrictions present, no development is proposed for this area which would
contribute to cumulative aesthetic impacts.
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The proposed CRRF would be located on an undeveloped portion of the CVWD WRP-4 parcel south of
the unincorporated community of Thermal. The Fillmore Street Irrigation Ditch Project is planned for
construction in the vicinity of the CRRF and includes construction of an irrigation ditch and associated
improvements along the northern, western and southern perimeter of the WRP-4 parcel. Construction
of this project is anticipated to begin in summer 2016, concurrent with construction of the CRRF.
Temporary construction activities associated with both CVWD projects in this area would not
significantly affect the visual character of the area. In the long term, the Fillmore Street Irrigation Ditch
and CRRF projects at the WRP-4 parcel would not result in a significant cumulative impact to aesthetic
resources, as both projects are located in an area with low visual sensitivity. There would be no
significant cumulative impacts on aesthetics or scenic views and resources from the combined projects.
There would be no significant construction or operational cumulative impacts related to aesthetics as a
result of all proposed project facilities.
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WBA 3408-1: View looking southeast on 16th Avenue. Well site is
screened by 6-foot high vegetation. Big Morongo Conservation Area
is behind the well site.
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WBA 3409-2: View facing north from Sycamore Road. Residence is
located adjacent to the west of the site and a private garden is
located adjacent to the east. Santa Rosa Mountains can be seen in
the distance.

Figure 4.2-1
Views of WBA Well Sites 3408-1 and 3409-2
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
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WBA 3410-1: View facing west from Atlantic Avenue. Large
industrial-style building adjacent to the north. Santa Rosa Mountains
and San Gorgonio Pass Wind Farm can be seen in the distance.
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ID8 Treatment Facility Site : View looking north from 18th Avenue.
Area is undeveloped within the Willow Hole Conservation Area.
Santa Rosa Mountains are seen in distance.

Figure 4.2-2
Views of WBA Well Site 3410-1 and ID8 WBA Treatment Facility (North)
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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ID8 Treatment Facility Site: View looking south from the intersection
alternative of Dillion Road and Atlantic Avenue. Area is undeveloped
within the Willow Hole Conservation Area. Mount San Jacinto is seen
in distance.
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SBA 4610-1: View facing north from parking lot behind Costco store.
Site is not accessible from the north due to the I-10 and railroad
rights-of-way (not visible) on north side of site.

Figure 4.2-3
Views of ID8 WBA Treatment Facility (South) and SBA Well Site 4610-1
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
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SBA 4720-1: View facing northwest from 38th Avenue. Power rightof-way separates the CVWD property from the adjacent owner to the
east.
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SBA 4721-1: View facing west from Adams Street. CVWD gate and
Desert Shadow Dunes community walls block view of the site.
Only partial views of rooftops on the well site are present.

Figure 4.2-4
Views of SBA Well Sites 4720-1 and 4721-1
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SBA 4722-1: View facing northwest from Adams Street. Desert
Shadow Dunes community walls screen view of the site. Trees on
northwest side of site screen the well site from residences in that
location
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SBA 5632-2: View facing south from Tamarisk Row Drive. Partial
views of well structure roof tops are present.
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Figure 4.2-5
Views of SBA Well Sites 4722-1 and 5632-2
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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SBA 5657-2: View facing north on Enfield Lane. Well site is located
at a higher elevation than the street. The top of the surge tank and
well pump roof are visible.
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SBA 5664-2: View facing south from Tamarisk Row Drive. Partial
views of well structure roof tops are present.
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Figure 4.2-6
Views of SBA Well Sites 5657-2 and 5664-2
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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SBA 5676-2: View facing east from Portola Drive. Roof top of well
structure on site is visible from the street.
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SBA 5678-1: View facing south from Frank Sinatra Drive. Rooftops of
well structures are visible from the street.
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Figure 4.2-7
Views of SBA Well Sites 5676-2 and 5678-1
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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SBA 5677-1: View of well site gates facing north from CVWD private
access road. Access to the site is private and surrounded by the
Desert Willow Golf Resort to the west, and residences to the north
and east. Views of the well site are present from the second story
of residences.
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Figure 4.2-8
Views of SBA Well Site 5677-1
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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SBA 5679-1: View facing east from Tamarisk Row Drive. Partial
views of well structure roof tops are present.
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SBA 5720-1: View facing southeast at entrance to the well site.
Masonry block walls are high enough to prevent views into the site
from surrounding land uses.

Figure 4.2-9
Views of SBA Well Sites 5679-1 and 5720-1
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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SBA 4510-1: View facing west on Bob Hope Drive. Residential
development is visible beyond site with partial views of San Jacinto
Mountains in distant view. Dinah Shore Drive is visible on right side
of the photo. Tall metal power pole frames the view at the corner of
the site.
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SBA 5711-2: View facing south from 48th Avenue. Adams Street
entrance to residential community is on the left side of photo,
adjacent to the utility right-of-way which runs to the corner of Adams
Street and 48th Avenue, then continues along 48th Avenue.

Figure 4.2-10
Views of SBA Well Sites 4510-1 and 5711-2
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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SBA 6701-1: View facing southwest from the Mountain View Golf
Course. A power substation owned by Imperial Irrigation District is
adjacent to the south. Several high tension transmission lines from
surround the site in most directions. A sound wall is located on the
western boundary of the site and separates the CVWD and IID
from Washington Street. The well on this site is not within a structure.
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SBA 6726-1: View facing south from Airport Boulevard. Entrance to
the Palms Golf Course is located on the left side of the photo. The
Santa Rosa Mountains can be seen in the distance beyond the high
tension utility pole.

Figure 4.2-11
Views of SBA Well Sites 6701-1 and 6726-1
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SBA 6728-1: View facing southwest at the corner of Monroe Street
and Split Rock Road. Partial views of rooftops belonging to well
structures are present. The Santa Rosa Mountains can be seen in
the distance.
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SBA 6734-1: View facing west from Monroe Street. Well site is
located on the corner of the intersection and set back from the
streets. The corner features a low decorative fence and landscaping
that serve to separate the well site from the roads.

Figure 4.2-12
Views of SBA Well Sites 6728-1 and 6734-1
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WBA 6723-1: View of site facing west from Madison Street. Well site
is screened by a wall and ornamental plantings surrounding the site.
Only partial views of roof tops from well building is present (left in
photo). CVWD reservoir is visible. Santa Rosa Mountains are
visible in the distance.
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WBA 6724-1: View facing west from Madison Street. Only partial
views of rooftops from the well site are present. Santa Rosa
Mountains are visible in the distance.

Figure 4.2-13
Views of SBA Well Sites 6723-1 and 6724-1
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Draft EIR
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WBA 6725-1: View facing southeast at the corner of Madison Street
and Airport Boulevard. Partial views of well structure rooftops are
present. A decorative corner and landscaping separate the well
site from the roads.
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La Quinta WBA Treatment Site: View of site facing north from Airport
Boulevard. A wall separates the Greg Norman Golf Course from
Airport Boulevard and landscaping. High tension power lines
run east to west along Airport Boulevard.

Figure 4.2-14
Views of SBA Well Site 6725-1 and La Quinta WBA Treatment Facility (North)
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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La Quinta WBA Treatment Site: View of site facing southeast
towards Airport Boulevard from within the Greg Norman Golf Course.
Vegetation is present which obstruct views of the road and residential
community to the south.
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SBA 5717-1: View facing northwest at the corner of Miles Avenue
and Jefferson Street. Well site is set back from the main road with
ornamental landscaping along street frontage. Rooftops seen in the
photo belong to residences adjacent to the well site.

Figure 4.2-15
Views of La Quinta WBA Treatment Facility (South) and SBA Well Site 5717-1
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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SBA 5718-1: View facing south from Fred Waring Drive. Entrance to
the commercial properties can be seen on left side of the photo.
Santa Rosa Mountains can be seen in the distance.
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SBA 5719-1: View facing south from 10th Avenue. Partial views of
roof tops within the well site are present. In the distance the Santa
Rosa Mountains are visible.

Figure 4.2-16
Views of SBA Well Sites 5718-1 and 5719-1
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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SBA 6805-1: View facing north from unpaved access road leading to
well site. Site is surrounded by chain link fence with well/pump inside
of building at left in photo. Agricultural land uses are visible beyond
the site.
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SBA 6808-1: View facing north from unpaved access road leading to
the well site. Well site is surrounded by a chain link fence and also
contains a water reservioir.

Figure 4.2-17
Views of SBA Well Sites 6805-1 and 6808-1
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR
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CRRF: View facing southwest near the area where Avenue 62
crosses over the Coachella Valley Stormwater Channel.
Undeveloped CVWD land is in the foreground with the WRP-4
facility in the distance. The Santa Rosa Mountains can be seen in
the distance.
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CRRF: View facing north near the corner of Fillmore Street and 64
Avenue. Undeveloped CVWD land is in the foreground with the
WRP-4 facility in the distance. Utility lines are located along Fillmore
Street on the left side of the photo. Monument Mountain can be seen
in the distance.

Figure 4.2-18
Views of Central Resin Regeneration Facility
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
Draft EIR

